This intensive unit taught by Mike Esbensen starts from 2 February!

5 x days: Feb 2~6 (at Camp Wilkin, Anglesea)

Grow further in your faith ... go deeper into God’s Word!

This diploma unit introduces you to some of the tools and perspectives employed in the study and interpretation of the Bible, both Old and New Testaments. Emphasis is given to the narrative sweep of Scripture, detailing certain key figures and events within the biblical canon, setting biblical books in context and engaging sympathetically with different forms of biblical literature.

Learn how to ...

* Outline a brief survey of both the Old and New Testaments including some key events and characters.
* Recognise different types of biblical literature.
* Engage and interpret biblical texts more effectively.
* Appropriately use tools for biblical interpretation such as dictionaries, commentaries and surveys.
* Explore how the Bible is relevant for today.